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Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) has received an unusual and growing amount of attention in the past few years.                  
Despite nearly 10,000 articles on PubMed, many medical professionals still do not fully understand some               
fundamental facts about PRP – namely: What constitutes PRP? How is it produced? Are all PRP products the                  
same? How is it being used in clinical practice? Are there scientific studies to support said use? When would                   
certain variations (e.g. high WBC count) be indicated/contraindicated? What should a health professional look              
for in a PRP system? 
 
PRP, by definition, is simply platelets suspended in plasma at a concentration greater than whole blood. Thus,                 
samples of plasma with 12X and 1.2X platelets relative to whole blood would both be considered PRP,                 

whereas as sample with 0.9X would be considered platelet poor plasma (PPP). Many systems are available to                 

produce PRP and they all use centrifugation to concentrate the platelets.  
 
PRP contains three basic cell types: platelets, erythrocytes, and leukocytes. Much debate exists in the               
literature over the ideal concentration of these products. 
 
Regarding platelets, there is a large body of evidence that PRP is better than PPP. Thus, it is important to use                     
the correct centrifuge settings for your target species. For example, centrifuges that do not have adjustable                
speed typically spin at maximum speeds and will therefore push virtually all the platelets down into the buffy                  
coat and RBCs. Less well known, but equally important, are the studies showing that very high platelet                 
concentrations may cause harm. Supporting this idea, one recent systematic review, by Milants et al, found                
that optimal platelet concentrations for osteoarthritis should be less than 5X.  
 
Possibly the most contentious issue regarding PRP is the concentration of white blood cells (WBCs). Some                
companies suggest leukocyte-poor PRP is best – based solely on in-vitro evidence. However, in-vivo papers               

 



 
support the use of both leukocyte-reduced as well as leukocyte-rich products. Specifically, researchers in              
Belgium published a systemic review on the use of PRP for osteoarthritis and found that the best outcomes                  
occurred when PRP was leuko-POOR. Conversely, a meta-analysis by Fitzpatrick et al found that when treating                
tendon injuries, leukocyte-RICH PRP work best.  
 
Also of import regarding WBCs, is the specific type of leukocyte. Some manufacturers claim their PRP is                 
superior because they preferentially concentrate monocytes and not neutrophils. While a casual            
understanding of the topic may make this seem intuitive, a closer look at the evidence shows this to be cause                    
for concern. Specifically, it has been studied for years that the combination of RBCs and monocytes in a joint                   
space can lead to catastrophic changes. For a detailed report, please refer to our white paper “Intra-Articular                 
PRP Should NOT Contain RBCs.” Here is an annotated explanation: RBCs deform and release heme, which                
releases Fe2+; monocytes recognize deformed RBCs and assume a pro-inflammatory phenotype; these then             
produce interleukin-1 which stimulates chondrocytes to produce H202. Fe2+ catabolizes the conversion of H202              

into hydroxyl radicals which then damage vital structures including cell membranes and DNA. Bottom line,               
PRP for intra-articular use should NOT contain RBCs and monocytes. The previously mentioned paper by               

Milants et al supports this conclusion: they found PRP worked best when RBC contamination was minimized.                
This is important for clinicians to consider since some of the available PRP systems contain more RBCs than                  
platelets. 

 
 

Available PRP systems not only concentrate their products differently, but platelet levels also vary between               
individuals and even within the same individual at different times. Additionally, and possibly more              
importantly, not all wounds are equal. Namely, an acute wound is not the same as a chronic wound, a clean                    
wound is not the same as a contaminated wound, and a tendon is not a joint. Does it then make sense that a                       
single PRP formulation should work best for all applications? Intuitively, the PRP should be selected for the                 
specific injury and thus, the ideal PRP system should be adaptable. Therefore, joints and acute injuries should                 
be leuko-reduced while chronic tendon/ligament injuries should be leuko-enriched. 
  
Along the same lines, one would presume that when treating a contaminated/infected wound, PRP with WBCs                

 



 
could be indicated. On the other hand, hemoglobin can inhibit local tissue defenses, thus RBCs should be                 
removed from any PRP formulation intended to be used in a contaminated or infected wound. 
 
To summarize, PRP is being used clinically for a variety of conditions. Peer-reviewed literature supports that                
PRP is safe and has demonstrated efficacy for conditions ranging from cutaneous wounds to tendon/ligament               
injuries and osteoarthritis. Further research is ongoing at numerous universities - undoubtedly many new              
questions will be raised and hopefully many answers realized. In the interim, clinicians that are considering                
incorporating PRP into their practices should ask themselves the following questions: 
 

Has the system been validated? 
Is the system designed to minimize risk of contamination? 
Is the system adaptable (i.e. able to make variable levels of WBCs, RBCs, platelets, and plasma)? 
Is the system easy to use? 
Is the system affordable? 
Will I have to buy an expensive dedicated centrifuge or is it likely to fit a common/affordable centrifuge? 

 

Rebound PRP by Enso Doctors: 

 
Validated at Kansas State University 
Fits into standard centrifuges (need adjustable speed) 
Affordable kits 
Complete kit – includes syringes, needles, and PRP tubes 
Can treat multiple sites (produces up to 20mls of PRP) 
Adaptable: leukocyte-poor and/or leukocyte-rich; moderate platelets or high platelets 

 
 

“The healing benefits of platelet-rich preparations along with the low risk and availability of simple               
preparation procedures should encourage more clinicians to incorporate platelet-rich products in their            
practice to accelerate healing, reduce adverse events, and improve patient outcomes.” Davis, VL et al. J                
Oral Implantology, 2014; 40(4): 511-521 

 

 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25106017
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TABLE 1. Validation data as part of FDA submission. Enso Rebound PRP vs leading competitor. Both systems                 

were from a single centrifugation.  The competitor system utilizes a serum separator gel. 

 

 REBOUND 
(one-spin) 

LEADING 
COMPETITOR 
(one-spin) 

Platelet 
Concentration 

3.1X 0.2X 

Leukocyte 
Reduction 

96.2% 97.7% 

Platelet Yield 80% 13% 


